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Internal acidity scale and reactivity evaluation of
chiral phosphoric acids with diﬀerent 3,30 substituents in Brønsted acid catalysis†
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The concept of hydrogen bonding for enhancing substrate binding and controlling selectivity and reactivity
is central in catalysis. However, the properties of these key hydrogen bonds and their catalyst-dependent
variations are extremely diﬃcult to determine directly by experiments. Here, for the ﬁrst time the
hydrogen bond properties of a whole series of BINOL-derived chiral phosphoric acid (CPA) catalysts in
their substrate complexes with various imines were investigated to derive the inﬂuence of diﬀerent 3,30 substituents on the acidity and reactivity. NMR 1H and

15

N chemical shifts and 1JNH coupling constants of

these hydrogen bonds were used to establish an internal acidity scale corroborated by calculations.
Deviations from calculated external acidities reveal the importance of intermolecular interactions for this
key feature of CPAs. For CPAs with similarly sized binding pockets, a correlation of reactivity and
hydrogen bond strengths of the catalyst was found. A catalyst with a very small binding pocket showed
signiﬁcantly reduced reactivities. Therefore, NMR isomerization kinetics, population and chemical shift
analyses of binary and ternary complexes as well as reaction kinetics were performed to address the
steps of the transfer hydrogenation inﬂuencing the overall reaction rate. The results of CPAs with
diﬀerent 3,30 -substituents show a delicate balance between the isomerization and the ternary complex
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formation to be rate-determining. For CPAs with an identical acidic motif and similar sterics, reactivity
and internal acidity correlated inversely. In cases where higher sterical demand within the binary
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complex hinders the binding of the second substrate, the correlation between acidity and reactivity
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breaks down.

Introduction
Over the past decade, a large number of reactions were developed, where enantioenriched products are formed using
a chiral organic molecule with acidic functionality as catalyst.1–3
A prominent example of the so-called chiral Brønsted acid
catalysis was a Strecker reaction catalyzed by peptide-based
thiourea derivatives.1,4–6 One success factor of Brønsted acid
catalysts in enantioselective transformations is the formation of
a central hydrogen bond between catalyst and substrate, thus
anchoring the structures, which favor one enantiotopic face
over the other.1 Another milestone was the development of
chiral phosphoric acid (CPAs) catalysts with BINOL (1,10 -bi-2naphthol) backbones by Akiyama and Terada.7,8 These catalysts are applicable in several highly enantioselective reactions
with imines such as transfer hydrogenations,9–11 reductive
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aminations,12,13 Mannich-type reactions14–16 and Strecker reactions.17 In particular, in the asymmetric reduction of imines
with Hantzsch 1,4-dihydropyridine ester, these BINOL derived
CPAs can achieve high yields as well as high
enantioselectivities.12,18–20
Rueping et al. proposed a catalytic cycle (Fig. 1a), where the
imine is protonated by the phosphoric acid and forms
a hydrogen bond assisted ion pair (step A).18 In the next step, the
thermodynamically more stable E-imine is isomerized to the
minor-populated Z-imine complex (step B). Calculations as well
as our previous experimental study showed that the transition
state of the Z-imine complex is energetically more favoured.21
Then, the Hantzsch ester approaches and a ternary complex is
formed (step C). In the last step, the hydride transfer from the
Hantzsch ester (step D) leads to the chiral amine (step E), while
the pyridinium salt regenerates the Brønsted acid.18
This asymmetric reduction of imines works with many
diﬀerent CPAs, which diﬀer only in the 3,30 -substituents.
Prominent examples are amongst others TRIP (3,30 -bis(2,4,6triisopropylphenyl)-1,10 -binaphthyl-2,20 -diyl hydrogen phosphate), TRIFP (3,30 -bis(3,5-bis(triuoromethyl)phenyl)-1,10 -
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Fig. 1 (a) Proposed catalytic cycle for the asymmetric transfer
hydrogenation with CPAs;18 (b) the inﬂuence of diﬀerent 3,30 -substituents of the catalyst on the hydrogen bond of the ion pair (highlighted
in grey) was investigated. In addition, the eﬀect of the varying internal
acidities of the binary complexes on the overall reaction rate of the
shown transfer hydrogenation was the focus of this work.

binaphthyl-2,20 -diyl hydrogen phosphate) and TiPSY (3,30 -bis(triphenylsilyl)-1,10 -binaphthyl-2,20 -diyl hydrogen phosphate)
(Fig. 2a).18,19,22 Thus, the 3,30 -substituents are the key to ee
values and yields and sometimes even reverse stereoselectivity.23–26 The way that structures of the catalysts inuence
the outcome varies from reaction to reaction and, up to now,
there have been few direct experimental measurements of
relevant structural features.27 Thus, the screening of the catalysts to nd the most eﬀective BINOL-derived CPA is still the
predominantly employed method in synthesis. On the contrary,
in silico, the understanding of the occurring interactions and
structures is by far more developed.28 One approach follows
a multivariate regression model analysis, utilizing various
parameters to develop a mathematical model that explains the
relationship between structure and reactivity or selectivity. This
model is capable of distinguishing certain crucial non-covalent
interactions present between the catalyst and the substrate.29,30
In 2016, Goodman et al. introduced some parameters to
describe the steric bulk of the 3,30 -substituents of the catalysts.
Thus, they could show that the stereoselectivity of the asymmetric transfer hydrogenation of imines (Fig. 1a) is widely
dependent on two parameters: the rotation barrier describing
the proximal bulk and the AREA (q) taking the distal bulk into
account.31 Also, other groups investigated the inuence of
diﬀerent 3,30 -substituents of CPAs in several reactions
regarding the occurring transition states, the structural diﬀerences and/or the enantioselectivity by theoretical methods.32–40
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Structures of the investigated (a) phosphoric acids with
diﬀerent 3,30 -substituents and (b) imines. The hydrogen bonds of the
binary complexes of TRIP 1a, TRIFP 1b, TiPSY 1c and TRIM 1d with the
imines 3, 4 and 5 were investigated in detail by means of NMR. The
other imines 2 and 6–13 are necessary to cover the complete
hydrogen bond range of the Steiner–Limbach curve. The non-isomerizable imine 14 was used to investigate the inﬂuence of the
Hantzsch ester concentration on the reaction rate. (c) The main focus
of this work was the NMR-spectroscopic investigation of the binary
CPA/imine-complexes. The imine exists either as E- or Z isomer.

Fig. 2

Nevertheless, our recent NMR study about the inuence of 3,30
substituents on the structures and populations of binary CPA/
imine complexes revealed a signicant deviation of experimental populations compared to those calculated with the
standard theoretical methods applied to these systems.41 In
general, experimental insight into the structures involved in
Brønsted acid catalysis is very rare.42,43 In earlier studies we
revealed the hydrogen bond strengths and geometries of TRIP/
imine complexes in detail.42 In addition, we could experimentally show that for TRIP, TRIFP, TiPSY and TRIM (3,30 -bis(2,4,6trimethylphenyl)-1,10 -binaph-thyl-2,20 -diyl hydrogen phosphate) four diﬀerent core structures of their binary CPA/imine
complexes are omnipresent in solution (Type I/II E and Type I/
II Z).41,43 The diﬀerent 3,30 -substituents inuence mainly the
energetics/population of these binary complexes, however,
much less their general sterically features and interaction
patterns.41 Nevertheless, despite the crucial function of
hydrogen bonds in Brønsted acid catalysis as structural
anchor43 or regarding acidity/reactivity correlations44 detailed
experimental insights about the eﬀect of 3,30 substituents on
this hydrogen bond are elusive so far.
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In general, the formation of hydrogen bonds in catalyst/
substrate complexes is oen highly relevant and plays a key
role in the activation of the substrate. For example, in the eld
of asymmetric catalysis, the activation of electrophilic
substrates such as carbonyls or imines seems to take place via
a hydrogen bond.3,9,45,46 Also in photochemistry several examples are known, where the proposed mechanisms is based on
a hydrogen-bonded species. For example, Knowles et al. could
show that ketones, amides or alcohols can be converted by
a proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) and assumed
hydrogen bond formation between the substrate and proton
donor/acceptor prior to the electron transfer.47–49 Finally, there
are various examples throughout organocatalysis, in which the
substrate binding and activation via a hydrogen bonded species
is proposed.50–54 However, the central hydrogen-bonded species
are oen in fast chemical exchange or have short lifetimes,
therefore it is for most of the systems experimentally not
possible to detect these hydrogen bonds.
In the literature, hydrogen bonds are described as the start of
a proton transfer reaction.55,56 This means that the position of the
proton inside the hydrogen bond varies depending on the acidity
of the hydrogen bond donor respectively basicity of the acceptor.
Limbach et al. developed on model systems a NMR spectroscopic
access to the position of these hydrogen atoms inside the
hydrogen bonds using an empirical correlation of the 1H and the
15
N chemical shis.57,58 This in combination with our recently
developed access to the hydrogen bonds in CPA/imine
complexes42 allows for the rst time to tackle the eﬀect of the
3,30 -substituent on the hydrogen bonds and thus on the acidity of
the CPAs within the binary complex with NMR. This acidity may
play a crucial role regarding reactivity. However, up to now there
are only few experimentally determined pKa values of CPAs. In
2011, O'Donoghue et al. determined pKa values for TRIP and
TRIFP in DMSO by using a spectrophotometric titration
method.59,60 Here, variations of the 3,30 -substitents resulted in
modulation of the pKa-values of the CPAs up to 1.5 pKa units
(pKaTRIP (DMSO) ¼ 4.22 and pKaTRIFP (DMSO) ¼ 2.63).60 In
acetonitrile, a similar variation range of experimental pKa values
for ve phosphoric acids between 12.5 and 14.0 is found (pKaTRIP
(ACN)
¼
13.3).44
However,
BINOL-derived
N-triylphosphoramides show signicant smaller pKa values between
6.3 and 6.9.44 Thus, at least in acetonitrile, the acidity of the
catalysts is signicantly inuenced by the acidic motif, while the
3,30 -substituents have minor eﬀects.44 Most interestingly, in
a Nazarov cyclization higher rates were found for more acidic
Brønsted acids and a direct correlation between acidity and
reactivity was postulated.44 Given the large deviations of CPA
acidities between the previous studies and our access to hydrogen
bonds in CPA imine complexes for TRIP this opens up the
possibility to measure an internal acidity scale of the catalysts.
Furthermore, this internal acidity analysis is of central interest for
a reactivity analysis, because the acidity potentially inuences any
step in the catalytic cycle (see steps A to E in Fig. 1a).
Therefore, in this study, we used four CPAs with diﬀerent 3,30 substituents and several imines to develop for the rst time an
internal acidity scale for binary CPA/imine complexes. This scale
is based on chemical shis and 1JNH coupling constants of the
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binary complexes obtained by NMR at low temperatures. The
resulting internal acidities of the catalysts were compared with
their respective reactivity in the transfer hydrogenation. In addition, a multitude of experimental and theoretical data was used to
identify the reaction steps contributing to the overall reaction rate.

Results and discussion
Investigated systems/complexes
In order to investigate the inuence of diﬀerent 3,30 -substituents on the acidity of CPAs and to correlate this internal acidity
with the reactivity in transfer hydrogenations, we selected four
diﬀerent CPAs and twelve imines with diﬀerent electronic and
steric properties (Fig. 2). The binary complexes of the four CPAs
1a–1d with the imines 2 and 6–13 were used to cover the whole
range of the Steiner–Limbach curve, while imines 3, 4 and 5
were chosen for a detailed hydrogen bond analysis within the
binary complexes. Altogether, we screened 32 diﬀerent binary
complexes.15N labelling of the imines allowed the access to the
15
N chemical shis42 and CD2Cl2 was chosen as solvent, since
CD2Cl2 provides the best chemical shi dispersion and smallest
line widths of all solvents investigated. To reach the slow
exchange regime of the hydrogen bonds all spectra were
recorded at 180 K unless otherwise mentioned.
Determination of the internal acidity of the CPAs
Since external pKa measurements/calculations are performed
versus protons, whereas in the transfer hydrogenation a binding
to an imine occurs, there is no reason why there necessarily
should be a correlation between external acidity and reactivity.
Therefore, an internal acidity scale for the CPAs was constructed
within the binary CPA imine complexes to be later compared to
the reactivity. The Steiner–Limbach correlation can be used to
characterize hydrogen bonds in phosphoric acid catalyst/imine
complexes as previously demonstrated for TRIP/imine
complexes.42 By plotting the 1H chemical shi d(OHN) of the
acidic proton against the 15N chemical shi d(OHN) of the basic
nitrogen, a parabolic correlation curve can be tted through the
data points (see Fig. 3 and ESI† Chapter 3). All CPA/imine
complexes investigated in this work feature a strong hydrogen
bond with 1H chemical shis ranging from 15 to 19 ppm (see
highlighted points in Fig. 3a). Their referenced 15N chemical
shis (for details see ESI† Chapter 3.2) range from 90 to
150 ppm. Furthermore, for many of these binary complexes
magnetisation transfers across the hydrogen bond via 3hJPN and
2h
JPH are detectable. All of these parameters are typical for
a strong hydrogen bond with a substantial covalent character
providing high geometrical preferences for a linear arrangement. The position of these binary complexes on the le side of
the curve (highlighted in Fig. 3a) shows that these binary
complexes have a partial ion pair character.
Since in the rst step of the asymmetric transfer hydrogenation the activation of the imine via a hydrogen bond formation is assumed (Fig. 1a), this hydrogen bond of the binary
complex can be used to monitor the binding between catalyst
and substrate. In general, three parameters can be used to
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Fig. 3 (a) In the Steiner–Limbach curve the d(OHN) is plotted versus
d(OHN) of the hydrogen bonded complexes. All CPA/imine complexes
are located on the left side of the curve (highlighted in grey) and form
hydrogen-bond assisted ion pairs. The data for the complexes with
TRIP, HBF4, phenols and carboxylic acids were taken from ref. 42 All
15
N chemical shifts are referenced to {d(OHN)ref ¼ d(OHN)exp  340
ppm} (for details and exact values see ESI† Chapter 3); (b) the experimental d(OHN) of the imines 3, 4 and 5 in the binary complexes with
the CPAs 1a–1d are shown.

determine the hydrogen bond strength: the chemical shis of
1
H and 15N as well as the 1JNH coupling constants. While the 1H
chemical shi is known to be signicantly inuenced by
anisotropic shielding eﬀects e.g. from aromatic moieties and
other neighbourhood eﬀects, the 15N chemical shi of TRIP/
imine complexes was shown to reect directly the hydrogen
bond situation.42 Therefore, the 15N chemical shi was used as
a descriptor for the hydrogen bond strength and acidity of the
catalyst, which also directly correlates with the 1JNH coupling
constant (see discussion below).

Internal acidity: chemical shi analysis
The encircled area in the Steiner–Limbach curve in Fig. 3a and
the corresponding graph in Fig. 3b, representing complexes
with imines 3, 4 and 5, reveal diﬀerent hydrogen bond strengths
for the four catalysts and common trends for E- and Z-imines
(for details see ESI† Chapter 3.6). In general, for all CPA/Z-imine
complexes stronger hydrogen bonds are observed than for the
complexes with E-imines, as indicated by the low eld shi of
the hydrogen atom as well as the nitrogen atom. Due to the
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reduced steric requirements of the imine in the Z-conguration
the imine can approach closer to the catalyst. This is corroborated by the experimentally derived atomic distances of the
hydrogen bonds of the TRIP complexes42 and further supported
by the distances in the calculated structures of various binary
complexes (for coordinates see ESI† Chapter 17). Furthermore,
within the E- and Z-complexes diﬀerent trends regarding the
hydrogen bond strengths upon variation of the catalyst are
observed: for the E-complexes TRIP forms the strongest
hydrogen bonds (least negative 15N chemical shi), followed by
TiPSY, TRIM and TRIFP. For Z-complexes TiPSY forms the
strongest hydrogen bond directly followed by TRIP and then with
a slight gap again followed by TRIM and TRIFP. These trends of
the hydrogen bond strengths (TRIP > TiPSY > TRIM > TRIFP for
E-complexes and TiPSY $ TRIP > TRIM > TRIFP for Z-complexes)
were observed for imines 3–5 and could be conrmed by the 1JNH
coupling constants (see below). The hydrogen bond strengths
can be directly correlated with the internal acidity of the CPA,61
because with a given imine a variation of the acidity of the
catalyst changes the position of the proton in the hydrogen
bond. In case of the investigated hydrogen assisted ion pair
complexes, which are located on the le side of the Steiner–
Limbach curve, a higher acidity eﬀects a weaker hydrogen bond.
That means a higher acidity or lower pKa value of the CPA relates
to a reduced 1H and 15N chemical shi (larger negative value for
the referenced 15N) and an increased 1JNH coupling constant. In
summary, the chemical shi analysis yielded two diﬀerent
internal acidity scales, i.e. scales for the binary E-complexes
(pKaTRIP > pKaTiPSY > pKaTRIM > pKaTRIFP) and the Z-complexes
(pKaTiPSY $ pKaTRIP > pKaTRIM > pKaTRIFP).
Internal acidity: 1JNH coupling constants analysis
The analysis of the 1JNH coupling constants (Fig. 4) conrms the
internal acidity of the catalyst for both E- and Z-complexes.
Furthermore, the Hammett spara values of the aryl substituents
of the imines correlate with the coupling constants for E- and Zcomplexes of imine 3–6 (see ESI† Chapter 5). Given the fact that
the hydrogen bond of all investigated CPA/imine complexes
tends towards ionic complexes, i.e. to a complete proton
transfer, lower 1JNH coupling constants correspond to stronger
hydrogen bonds. Within all investigated CPA/E-imine
complexes TRIP shows the smallest 1JNH coupling constants,
followed by TiPSY, TRIM and TRIFP. This is in accordance with
the internal acidities (pKaTRIP > pKaTiPSY > pKaTRIM > pKaTRIFP)
discussed before based on the 15N chemical shis. For the Zcomplexes, in almost all cases slightly smaller 1JNH coupling
constants than for E-complexes were observed, corroborating
the stronger hydrogen bonds derived from the chemical shi
analysis (see above). For the CPA/Z-imine complexes 1JNH
coupling constants for TiPSY are slightly smaller than for TRIP,
suggesting stronger hydrogen bond and shorter distance from
the catalyst, thus congesting the active catalyst pocket (Fig. 4).
In our theoretical calculations, the same qualitative trend for
the scalar coupling constants (1JNH TRIP < 1JNH TiPSY < 1JNH
TRIM < 1JNH TRIFP, for details see ESI† Chapter 4) could be
reproduced for the E-complexes. For the Z-complexes, the
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Table 1 Calculated pKa-values relative to TRIFP in DMSO at 298 K and
DCM at 180 K

TRIP
TRIM
TiPSY

Fig. 4 The experimental CPA/imine 1JHN coupling constants are
shown for E- and Z-imines of 3, 4 and 5. The following trend is
observed for the E-imines: 1JHN TRIP < 1JHN TIPSY < 1JHN TRIM < 1JHN
TRIFP. For Z-complexes slightly diﬀerent trend was found: 1JHN TIPSY
< 1JHN TRIP < 1JHN TRIM < 1JHN TRIFP. Due to overlap the 1JHN of TRIP/
4 Z was determined from HN-HMBC spectra (marked by an asterisk;
for all values see ESI† Chapter 3.3).

pKa,calc in DCM at 180 K
(relative to TRIFP)

pKa,calc in DMSO at 298 K
(relative to TRIFP)52

+0.85
+1.57
+6.00

+0.55
+2.26
n.a.

complex signicantly aﬀect even the relative acidities. Furthermore, the comparison of the internal with the external acidity
may in the future represent a useful tool to evaluate the noncovalent interactions in these complexes and especially the
interactions of the 3,30 -substituents, because at least for the
imines 3–5 there are common internal acidity trends.

Comparison of reactivity and internal acidity
switched order of TRIP and TiPSY is not reected in the
calculations.

Comparison of internal vs. calculated external acidity
Next, the developed internal acidities of the catalysts were
compared to experimental and theoretical external acidities.
The experimental, external acidities of TRIFP and TRIP as
described by O'Donoghue (pKaTRIFP < pKaTRIP) in DMSO,60
correlate at least in their trend with our internal acidities.
Absolute pKa values of many CPAs in DMSO (SMD) at 298 K
using various thermodynamic cycles have been also computed
at DFT level of theory.62 Thus, to compare the internal acidities
in DCM at 180 K with the external acidity, we calculated the
relative external acidity of TRIP, TRIM and TiPSY to TRIFP
(Table 1). In general, the relative external acidities of the
investigated CPAs in DCM conrm the previous calculated
relative pKa values in DMSO within 0.5 pKa units. This indicates that the implicit solvent model may vary the absolute pKa
values but not the order. Thus, regardless of the choice of
dielectric medium, the relative external acidity scale deviates
signicantly from the internal acidity scale. Especially the
almost identical internal acidities of TRIM and TiPSY are not
reected in the calculated external acidities. As a result, this
internal acidity scale can be used as a direct experimental
indicator for the importance of intermolecular interactions
such as dispersion63,64 in Brønsted acid catalysis, which was
already proposed for CPAs and other catalytic systems65,66 but so
far only accessible via theoretical calculations/analyses or
multicomponent experimental data such as reactivities.64,67,68
The presented rst internal acidity scale of diﬀerent CPAs in
their binary CPA/imine complexes and to our knowledge the
rst systematic and broad experimental NMR-study about the
trends in hydrogen bond strengths within catalyst/substrate
complexes in enantioselective catalysis shows that the intermolecular interactions between catalyst and substrate and
potentially also the modulated solvent interactions of the
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Previously, a correlation was postulated between the acidity of
CPAs and their reactivity in a diﬀerent system. In a Nazarov
cyclisation, the highest reactivity was observed for the most
acidic CPA catalyst.44 With the internal CPA acidities at hand, we
tested whether this relationship is transferable to the transfer
hydrogenation of imines. To compare the internal acidities with
reaction rates, the reactivities were determined in CD2Cl2.
In the transfer hydrogenation with imine 3 we identied TRIP
as the most reactive catalyst. TRIM showed a slightly lower
reactivity, followed by TRIFP, while for TiPSY a considerable drop
in reactivity was observed (Fig. 5). For the transfer hydrogenation
of imine 5 under identical conditions, the order of reactivity is
conserved. However, we observed an overall signicantly lower
reaction rate, which correlated with the Hammett spara values of
the imine aryl substituents (for details see ESI† Chapter 7.3).
Obviously, the order of reactivity for the investigated transfer
hydrogenation (TRIP > TRIM > TRIFP [ TiPSY) does not match
the internal acidity scale, which show that TRIP and TiPSY have
similar acidities (weakest acids pKaTRIP $ pKaTiPSY > pKaTRIM >
pKaTRIFP). Since the low reactivity of TiPSY (94.6% in the initial
linear product build up compared to TRIFP) was already recognized in various reactions, e.g. a higher catalyst loading is oen
necessary, TiPSY might be an exception. Excluding TiPSY, the
remaining catalysts TRIP, TRIM and TRIFP show an inverse
correlation between reactivity and internal acidity of the catalyst,
i.e. a direct correlation with H-bond strength.69 This is in contrast
to the previously reported direct correlation with the catalyst
acidity in a Nazarov cyclisation.44

Reactivity analysis
Next, it was investigated which of the individual steps of the
reaction determines the reactivity to obtain a more detailed
understanding and to rationalize TiPSY as an outlier.
In general, there are ve possible rate-determining steps for
the investigated transfer hydrogenation catalytic cycle, all of
them potentially aﬀected by the internal acidity: binary complex
formation (Fig. 6, step A), E- to Z-imine isomerization (step B),
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Fig. 5 (a) The reaction proﬁles for the symmetric transfer hydrogenation of imine 3 were done in situ in the NMR spectrometer with 1.4
equivalents of Hantzsch ester and 1 mol% catalyst (TRIP, TRIFP, TiPSY
and TRIM) at 40  C in CD2Cl2. (b) The slope of the linear ranges allows
to access the rate constants.

formation of the ternary complex (step C), hydride transfer (step
D) and product release/product inhibition (step E).
Step A: binary complex formation. The binary complex
formation (step A) can be readily observed by mixing the imine
and CPA (1 : 1) and directly measuring its NMR spectra. The
equilibrium between free imine and imine in the binary complex
enables the experimental access to the association constant Kba of
the binary complex. 1 : 1-samples of the catalysts 1a–1d and imine
5 show for all catalysts approximately the same amount of free
imine (TRIP: 26%, TRIFP: 16%, TRIM: 35% and TiPSY: 27% free
imine; for Ka values see Table 2; for spectra see ESI† Chapter 8).
The same outcome is observed even with sample preparation at
180 K (see ESI† Chapter 9). At this low temperature condition, no
product formation takes place (see ESI† Chapter 10) proving that
the binary complex formation (rateBa) is faster than the observed
overall rate (rateobs). This indicates a suﬃcient association
constant for this pre-equilibrium (especially at 1 mol% of catalyst,
the imine is likely to saturate the catalyst) and suggests kinetics of
the binary complex formation not contributing to the rate determining step.
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Step B: imine E- to Z isomerization. The transition state of
the hydride transfer originating from the minor-populated Zimine complex has been postulated by calculations and
conrmed by our previous studies to be energetically more
favoured than that of the E-imine complex in this transformation.21 Hence, aer the binary complex formation, the
isomerization of the imine may contribute to the ratedetermining step (step B). Therefore, we experimentally determined the rate constants of the E- to Z-isomerization using
a combination of low temperature, in situ illumination NMR
device developed in our group,70 and photoisomerization. A
temperature of 190 K was chosen to suppress thermal back
isomerization and thus, upon irradiation with 365 nm, the
photostationary states with highest possible Z/E binary complex
ratios between 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 were reached. Next, the temperature was raised to 230 K, the light was switched oﬀ, and the
decay curves of the thermal Z- to E-back-isomerization were
recorded (for details see ESI† Chapter 11). Fitting of these
curves allowed us to obtain the activation barriers for the Z- to Eisomerization of the binary complexes. From these data and the
known Boltzmann distribution of the binary E- and Z-complexes
in the thermodynamic equilibrium (1H spectra), the E- to Zisomerization rates were calculated. This experimental access to
the isomerization process is independent of the exact mechanism of isomerization (inversion, protonation-rotation and
addition-rotation-elimination71–74), which may be diﬀerently
operative dependent on the catalyst.
At 230 K, the experimentally determined isomerization
process is fastest for TRIP/5 (kE/Z ¼ 1.36  103 1 s1) and
similar for TiPSY/5 (kE/Z ¼ 5.71  104 1 s1) and TRIFP/5 (kE/
4
1 s1). While the similar oﬀset in the isomeriZ ¼ 4.45  10
zation rates, kiso(TRIP/5) : kiso(TRIFP/5) ¼ 3.05 and in the
observed reaction rate, robs(TRIP/5) : robs(TRIFP/5) ¼ 3.43 t for
TRIP and TRIFP, those for TRIP and TiPSY show a large deviation: kiso(TRIP/5) : kiso(TiPSY/5) ¼ 2.38 and robs(TRIP/5): robs(TiPSY/5) ¼ 34.33 (see ESI† Chapter 7.3 for reaction kinetic of
CPA/5). For TRIM such an analysis was not possible due to
severe signal overlap. Thus, our results showed that the relative
rate of transfer hydrogenation between TRIP and TRIFP is in the
same qualitative trend with their relative isomerization rates.
However, for the reaction with TiPSY, additional factors may
contribute to the steps aﬀecting the overall reaction rate.
Step C: ternary complex formation. The next step in the
catalytic cycle is the formation of a ternary complex between
CPA, imine and Hantzsch ester (step C) as proposed by theoretical calculations.11,75–77 Despite extensive eﬀorts in our
working group to make the ternary complex accessible by NMR
spectroscopy, we have not been able so far to detect any separated proton signals of the ternary complex upon Hantzsch
ester addition. For mixtures of TRIP, Hantzsch ester and imine
5 some small changes of chemical shis were detected (see ESI†
Chapter 12), which are most pronounced for the ortho-methyl
protons of Hantzsch ester and also observable for the hydrogen
bond signals of the binary complex. This potentially indicates
a fast chemical exchange of the ternary complex formation on
the NMR time scale (for spectra see ESI† Chapter 12). Structural
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Fig. 6 The catalytic cycle of the investigated transfer hydrogenation of imines is shown. Therefore, all possible rate determining steps are shown.
The steps which could be neglected as rate-determining steps by experiments or calculations are shown in green, while the potential bottlenecks are shown in red. Finally, we assume a delicate equilibrium between the E- to Z-isomerization and the ternary complex formation to be the
rate-determining step.

analysis of the computed ternary complex revealed a spatial
proximity of the ortho-methyl group to the CPA BINOL backbone, which explains the observed high-eld shi due to
shielding by the aromatic ring (see ESI† Chapter 12 for model
structure). For TRIM, under similar conditions no chemical
shi changes of the hydrogen bond protons of the binary
complex were observed (see ESI† Chapter 13). Thus, the NMR
studies of the ternary complex suggests a low (TRIM) to
moderate (TRIP) association constant KTa and a fast exchange
between binary and ternary complex on the NMR time scale
even at temperatures down to 180 K, where no reaction occurs.
Additionally, the low solubility of Hantzsch ester (endergonic DGsolv in step F) in the organic solvents used in this study
reduces the concentration of the ternary complex even further

and thus amplies the problem of a low to moderate association
constant (KTa). Given these experimental results the ternary
complex formation/concentration can contribute to the reaction
rate or even become the rate determining step and thus inuence the relative reactivities of the catalysts. In addition, for
a non-isomerizable imine 14, a 1st order dependence of the
dissolved Hantzsch ester concentration on the observed overall
reaction rate was found (see ESI† Chapter 7.4). A similar shi of
the rate determining step due to concentration modulations
has been intentionally used in our previous mechanistic study
of dienamines.78 Assuming the ternary complex formation
contributes signicantly to the steps determining the overall
reaction rate and the solubility of Hantzsch ester is similar in all
reactions, the origin of diﬀerences in reactivity with various

Table 2 All experimental data discussed above are summarized. Beside the relative, calculated external pKa values, all experimentally obtained
parameters, such as the internal acidity of the CPAs (obtained from 15N chemical shift and 1JNH coupling constant) for both E- and Z-complexes,
the association constants Ka of the binary complexes as well as the E- to Z isomerisation rates kiso are given. For the sake of completeness also the
AREA (q) values were added.31 The inﬂuence of all these parameters on the relative reaction rate was investigated. TiPSY does not follow the
trends observed for the other catalysts TRIP, TRIM and TRIFP (TiPSY is visualized with grey bars)
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catalysts lies in the alternation of association constant (KTa) and/
or barrier for the ternary complex formation (kTa). Especially the
bulkiness of the 3,30 -substituents and their eﬀect on the size of
the binding pocket is expected to aﬀect the association constant
(KTa) and barrier for formation (kTa).
Indeed, the AREA (q) value, a sterical descriptor introduced
by Goodman et al., which describes the cone angle of the
substrate binding pocket of the CPA is for TiPSY signicantly
smaller than for the other CPAs.31 These values (TiPSY: 29 ,
TRIFP: 62 , TRIM: 61 , TRIP: 51 )31 demonstrate that the 3,30 substituents of TiPSY are sterically by far more demanding and
may therefore hinder the formation of the ternary complex.
Despite the largest sterical hindrance of TiPSY (smallest AREA
(q)), for the binary Z-complex the strongest hydrogen bond was
found, i.e. the formation of the binary complex is not aﬀected by
the steric demands of the SiPh3-groups. Thus, the exibility of
the substituents allows the structural adaptation of the catalyst
to the imine. This is also corroborated by the experiments,
which showed comparable association constants Ka for all
catalysts (Table 2). Aer the binary complex is formed, the
degree of freedom of the 3,30 -substituents is reduced in order to
maximize the interaction with the imine enthalpically. The
structural comparison between TRIP/3 and TiPSY/3 revealed
a sterical shield for the Hantzsch ester binding for TiPSY/3,
which indicates a large reorganization penalty (Fig. 7). In
contrast, for TRIP/3 almost no reorganization is required. Thus,
the steric of the 3,30 -substituents can explain the large diﬀerence in the reactivity of TiPSY compared to the other structurally analogous CPAs.
Step D: hydride transfer. The next step in the catalytic cycle,
the hydride transfer (step D) is not accessible by NMR methods.
Our calculations for TRIP indicated that the hydride transfer
has a by far higher rate constant kred than the isomerization kiso
(see ESI† Chapter 14) and can be neglected as the ratedetermining step if the ternary complex is formed in a suﬃcient amount. However, as described above, the marginal
ternary complex concentration decelerates the overall rate of the
hydride transfer. Therefore, this step is coupled to the ternary

(a) The comparison of the calculated structures of the binary
(blue) and ternary (green) complex with TRIP and imine 3 shows that
for the Hantzsch ester (HE) binding almost no reorganization is
required. (b) The binary complex of TiPSY and imine 3 (red) revealed
a sterical shield for the Hantzsch ester. Thus, before the ternary
complex formation, a large reorganization is assumed.

Fig. 7
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complex formation. This is in agreement with the experimentally observed 1st order dependence on the Hantzsch ester
concentration for the non-isomerizable imine 14.
Step E: product release or inhibition. To minimize the
potential inhibition of the acidic catalyst by the product basic
sites and its eﬀect on the observed reaction rate (step E), we
followed the initial rate kinetics approach during our investigations. In this way, product inhibition has a negligible
contribution to the rate-determining step in the catalytic cycle.
This is most probably valid throughout the course of the reaction. On the contrary, an increase in the reaction turnover with
CPA has been reported for the transfer hydrogenation of Nmethyl imines by protecting the formed highly basic amine.
Thus, the N-methyl amine was proposed to inhibit the catalyst
and leads therefore to a slowdown of the reaction.79 For our
reaction using N-phenyl imines, the generated products are
unlikely to signicantly inhibit the catalytic cycle due to lower
basicity of the aromatic amines as evidenced by the high yields.
Nevertheless, the initial rate kinetics discussed here avoid the
problem of potential product inhibition.

Comprehensive reactivity analysis
All of the experimental data discussed above are summarized in
Table 2. Based on the results presented there, a previously established correlation of an increased acidity of the catalyst giving
higher reactivity in chiral phosphoric acid-catalysed reactions44
cannot be transferred to the asymmetric transfer hydrogenation of
imines. However, a possible inverse relationship of the internal
acidity for TRIP, TRIM and TRIFP with the reactivity could be
observed, thus in our system, the less acidic catalysts give the
fastest reactions (see Table 2). In contrast, TiPSY does not follow
this trend. Despite having the strongest hydrogen bond, as well as
a binary complex association constant Ka and an isomerization
rate constant kiso, comparable to the other catalysts, the observed
reactivity is by far the slowest. The only parameter deviating
signicantly from the other catalysts is the AREA (q) value, which is
extremely small. In addition, the blockage of the second binding
site in TiPSY complexes may amplify the issue of the ternary
complex formation within the steps determining the overall reaction rate (see discussion above and Fig. 7). The experimental and
theoretical studies on aromatic imines provided, show that the
formation of the binary complex as well as product inhibition can
be neglected as rate determining steps. Furthermore, the rate
constant of hydride transfer (kred) is by far higher than for the
isomerization (kiso). Finally, isomerization and ternary complex
formation have to be decisive for the observed overall reaction rate.
Thus, the comparison of isomerization rates, reaction rates and
ternary complex formation of CPAs with diﬀerent 3,30 -substituents
shows that in a delicate equilibrium isomerization rates and
ternary complex formation determine the overall reaction rate.
Thus, the presented results suggest that within a similar acidic
motif and similar sterics of the CPAs the reactivity is inverse
correlated to the internal acidity of the catalyst, i.e. directly correlated with the H-bond strength in the binary complex. For CPAs
with small AREA (q) values the steric bulk seem to overrule the
internal acidity and the reactivity is signicantly decreased.
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Conclusions

Notes and references

By means of NMR-spectroscopic studies, a hydrogen bond
analysis of 32 CPA/imine complexes regarding 1H and 15N
chemical shis as well as 1JNH coupling constants was established. This allowed for the rst time to implement an internal
acidity scale of CPA/imine complexes as a direct experimental
tool to probe a correlation between acidity of the catalyst and
reactivity. All CPA/imine complexes form strong, chargeassisted hydrogen bonds. The analysis of the chemical shis
and the resulting hydrogen bond strengths of the four Brønsted
acid catalysts TRIP, TiPSY, TRIM and TRIFP show two diﬀerent
acidity scales for E- and Z-imines complexes (E-imines: pKaTRIP >
pKaTiPSY > pKaTRIM > pKaTRIFP; Z-imines. pKaTiPSY > pKaTRIP >
pKaTRIM > pKaTRIFP). All investigated imines showed the same
trend. The internal acidity analysis of the CPAs by chemical
shis was corroborated by experimentally determined 1JNH
coupling constants and theoretical calculations of the
complexes. Our calculated external acidity scale in DCM
(pKaTRIFP < pKaTRIP < pKaTRIM < pKaTiPSY) deviates from the
experimental internal acidity scale. This shows that intermolecular interactions in CPA/imine complexes are essential to
describe the acidic properties of these complexes correctly and
either experimental data or calculations of the binary complexes
have to be accounted for.
While the calculated external acidity scale does not exhibit
any correlation with the reactivity of the transfer hydrogenation,
the internal acidity at least of TRIP, TRIM and TRIFP shows an
inverse correlation. Thus, the least acidic TRIP with the strongest hydrogen bond gives the highest reactivity. However, TiPSY
does not follow this trend, demonstrating that for Brønsted
acids with an identical acidic functional group, also other
factors may contribute. Isomerization rates, reaction rates and
ternary complex formation data of CPAs with diﬀerent 3,30 substituents show that a delicate balance between the isomerization and the ternary complex formation is potentially determining the overall reaction rate. The collected experimental
data of TRIP, TRIM and TRIFP suggest that the lower the
internal acidity of the catalyst, the higher the isomerization
rates and the higher the reactivity in the transfer hydrogenation.
This trend can be predicted by calculating internal acidities (i.e.
1
JNH coupling constants), which match the experimental results
best. However, for a small binding pocket the correlation with
the internal acidities fails, i.e. for TiPSY, still a very strong
hydrogen bond is formed, but the reactivity breaks down most
probably due to sterical congestion at the active site for the
second binding partner.
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